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Innovation – A key success factor for Switzerland

Editorial
Domenico Alexakis
Switzerland is this year’s
guest country at Biotechni-

Switzerland scores repeated high in innovation indexes. As a small country with little raw material
base, it is clear that the economy can only be competitive with sustainable innovation. The Innovation
Walls presented at this years‘ Biotechnica is a selection in the field of drug development. Various
stakeholders from academia to companies play an important role to realise innovation pipeline.

ca. It is a particular privelige
which the Deutsche Messe
offers to us and we feel
proud. To a certain extent
it might be logical, because
Germany and Switzerland have a lot in
common. Germany is the biggest export
market for Switzerland since decades. Apart
from economy, cultural, tourism and people
exchange are equally important between
the two countries.
At Biotechnica, Switzerland entertains a
country pavillion organised and managed
by SGE (Switzerland Global Enterprises). The
program of Biotechnica’13 is of high quality
and shows the sustainable success of the

Swiss Biotech Sector 2013

show in its 20th edition. Drop by the Swiss

The Swiss
Biotech Sector
2013

Pavilion and get a chance to win a big box
of Swiss chocolate. - Good Luck!
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sector is internationally visible. The project-specific
participating companies (most of them young and internationally less savvy) find a comprehensive partner
which is helping to put them in the public window.
Leading chemical companies are exploring the opportunities that have been opened up by modern bio- The participating Life Science Regions are important
internal carriers of the dynamics in the Biotech sectechnology, especially in the field of “white” or industor, thus enhancing the common understanding of the
trial biotechnology. And they are also applying these
technologies, wherever it makes sense. The SBA takes industry. This and more knowledge is brought into
Europa Bio, the European Biotech Association, where
such initiatives seriously and has formed a working
the SBA is an active member.
group specifically dedicated to white biotechnology.
The Swiss Industrial Biocatalysis Consortium is an
important partner in this effort. The group includes
leading multinational companies that support white
biotechnology as a pillar of economic growth. The
planned activities are in agreement with OECD
strategies.
In partnership with the Swiss Biotechnet (see pages
14/15) the SBA develops training programmes and useful support tools for the industry. It is of importance
that the industry specifies its training needs so that
the academic side can create tailor-made education.
Domenico Alexakis
This strategy ensures that the industry gets the right
is Executive Director
workforce with the right education. The
SBA profits
Swiss-Biotech-Sector_2013_V2gesamt.indd 1
of the Swiss Biotech
from the marketing alliance “Swiss Biotech” (see box)
Association.
in a multiplied form. Thanks to Swiss Biotech, the
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According to definitions of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) – which
are the basis of the report – there were 197 Swiss
companies which used biotechnological methods in at
least some of their business units in 2012. The reports
shows how the sector was developed and what can
be expected in the future. The work was supported
by the State Secretariat for Education, Research and
Innovation (SERI) of the Swiss Federal Department
of Economic Affairs, Education and Research and
constitutes a voluntary contribution to the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
and has been executed by Biocom, Berlin.

...is an alliance of four leading Biotech regions of
Switzerland (Bio Alps, BioPolo Ticino, Basel Area
and Greater Zurich Area). They have combined efforts to streamline interests of the national biotech
sector. The SWX Swiss Exchange holds a leading
position in terms of lifescience listings and offers
companies from that industry – be they located in
Switzerland or abroad – access to an internationally recognised financial marketplace. The initiative
was co-founded by the SBA which also manages
the executive office of Swiss Biotech.
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www.swissbiotechassociation.ch
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Participating Companies at Biotechnica 2013

AAC Infotray AG
Mr. Oliver Gruber
Phone +41 52 260 31 31
sales@infotray.com
www.limsophy.com

BioConcept
Dr. Ralph Pfister
Phone +41 61 486 80 80
info@bioconcept.ch
www.bioconcept.ch

Biopôle SA
Mr. Lionel Eperon
Phone +41 21 651 90 00
info@biopole.ch
www.biopole.ch

CSEM SA
Ms. Beatriz Tur
Phone +41 32 720 55 75
btu@csem.ch
www.csem.ch

Enzo Life Sciences (ELS) AG
Ms. Corinna Larbi Phone
Phone +41 61 926 89 89
clarbi@enzolifesciences.com
www.enzolifesciences.com

Genohm
Mr. Frederik Decouttere
Phone +41 79 822 40 62
frederik@genohm.com
www.genohm.com

INOFEA
Mr. Alessandro Cumbo
Phone +41 61 633 30 19
contact@inofea.com
www.inofea.com

Lonza
Münchensteinerstrasse 38
4002 Basel
Tel. +41 61 316 81 11
contact@lonza.com
www.lonza.com

Sensile Medical AG
Mr. Daniel Seitz
Phone +41 62 209 71 20
Cell +41 79 752 23 20
daniel.seitz@sensile-medical.com
www.sensile-medical.com

Sias AG
Ms. Clare Dench
Phone +41 55 254 11 22
clare.dench@sias.biz
www.sias.biz
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SIX Swiss Exchange
Mrs. Andrea von Bartenwerffer
Selnaustrasse 30
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8021 Zürich
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www.six-group.com

Socorex Isba S.A.
Ms. Laurence Lovy-Drevici
Phone +41 21 651 60 00
socorex@socorex.com
www.socorex.com

TPP Techno Plastic Products AG
Ms. Kirsten Braehler
Phone +41 52 687 01 85
kbr@tpp.ch
www.tpp.ch

Volpi AG
Mr. Thomas Trachsler
Phone +41 44 732 43 43
mail@volpi.ch
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Biotechnica – Longtime Participant – BioConcept
Since the foundation in 1978 BioConcept became a leading supplier and service partner to the biological research
community representing a full range of sterile products in cell and tissue culture. Production of customer designed
media is the speciality of our activities and one of the main strengths.
Recognising that the rapid advances in cell biology require a service partner offering more than standard catalogue
media, we invested in a manufacturing facility for sterile cell culture media to be able to provide customers all over the
world with a high quality specialised cell and tissue culture medium portfolio. Our customer service and manufacturing
operations are covered by an ISO 9001:2008 certified Quality Management System. The powder production equipment of BioConcept can handle batch sizes up to 700 kg. Beside cell culture media, BioConcept offers equipment
for sterile production and filling of petri dishes. ‘BioConcept is recognized as a leading supplier in our activity fields’
notes owner and CEO Martin Howald. He is board member in the Swiss Biotech Association since the start of the
association in 1998. ‘Biotechnica is part of our planning since 1995. First, I visited the show to create contacts, since
1999 my company is part of the Swiss Pavilion.’

Switzerland – Active Partner in the European Biotech Week
Prior to the Biotechnnica week, led by Swiss Biotech™, two regional highlights took place in the Western Part of the
country, the Romandie.

October 3, Renens
The NTN Inartis, a Network for Life Sciences in Western Switzerland conducted a ½ day event on the subject of
“Process Control in the Medtech & Bitoech Industry”. Topics varied from control and cutomation to robotics in this
dynamic segment of Life Sciences.
Key speakers from academia and industry covered the various topics. Well over 50 persons enjoyed a standing lunch
after the presentations and used the opportunity for networking and one-to-one partnering discussions.

October 4, Lausanne
The NTN Swiss Biotech™ highlighted in the first Swiss Biotech Day in Western Switzerland the results of the first ever
Swiss OECD survey for biotechnology. Various cases from biotech companies and networks followed and demonstrated innovative ways to accelerate drug development. A comprehensive panel on regional – national and international
network potential concluded the successful event with more than 100 participants.

Biotech meets Medtech

Companion diagnostics complement diagnosis and treatment
The new class of in-vitro diagnostics commonly called ‚companion diagnostics‘ influences the diagnostic process.
Regulatory considerations follow this complex and interesting new merging field.
The discovery of fundamental molecular disease pathways has allowed the diagnosis of disease bases on underlying
mechanisms, as well as the devleopment of medicines targeting specific pathways. These developments change our
understanding of disease overall and result in a new disease taxonomy based on molecular disease mechanisms.
The new approach to the classification and diagnosis of disease has inspired a new generation of diagnostic tools
based on mechanism-specific biomarkers.

Regulatory concerns can be:
• If a companion diagnostic was used during the development of a new medicine – either for selection of patients or
for assignment to treatment – the companion diagnostic test may significantly influence the overall benefit-risk ratio
of this medicine as demontrated during development.
• The quality and clinical utility of a companion diagnostic test may affect the safety of the medicinal product for
which it is used.
Good (regulatory) management in this field will benefit the ‚personalised‘ or ‚targeted‘ healthcare in the future.
Full article: European Biotech News No 9 2013 – Authors; T. Ostler, D. Niese – regulanet™
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The national thematic network for biotechnology, NTN Swiss Biotech,
supported by the national funding agency, CTI (Commission for Technology and Innovation) made this exhibit possible. Eight projects are

www.hes-so.ch

HES-SO Fribourg, Ecole d’Ingénieurs et d’Architectes de Fribourg, Institut des Technologies Chimiques, Fribourg, Switzerland
Microsynth AG, Balgach, Switzerland

a
b

HES-SO Fribourg, Ecole d’Ingénieurs et d’Architectes de Fribourg, Institut des Technologies Chimiques, Fribourg, Switzerland
Novartis, Basel, Switzerland
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TOLUENE
2-MeTHF

Process

2-MeTHF was selected as
solvent because of its «green»
properties. The combination of
2-MeTHF with KOtBu as base
let to a conversion degree of up
to 99%.
The reaction was scaled-up to
10 L and after a simple work up
the product (purity 96.2%) was
isolated with a yield of 91 %

OH

Results
Different publications propose to add 1 mg of dye-azide to 10 OD of oligonucleotide (i.e. about 40 x excess
of azide) with over-night reaction time. We were able to demonstrate, that:
Coupling time could be reduced to 2 hours at room temperature.
The following equivalents of dye-azide are sufficient for coupling efficiencies >90%:
5’ Hexynyl:
1.5 equivalents
5’ DBCO:
1.1 equivalents (if oligonucleotide is removed from CpG)
5’ DBCO:
3 equivalents (if oligonucleotide on CpG = solid support)
3’ Alkyne:
3 - 5 equivalents
internal modification, TIPS/TMS alkyne: 2 equivalents

Fluorophore-N3
CuBr, TBTA
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Safety
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Solvent base educt screenings
Analytical methods development
DOE and optimization
Catalysis test
Safety analysis
Scale up to 250 ml and 10 L
Characterization of products
and all by-products
• Sustainability analysis
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DMSO, KOH
Conversion
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Conversion

9%

CONCLUSION:

 Sustainability analysis Æ major criterion during solvent screening and selection.
 Strong demonstration that it worth making an effort to integrate green solvent in classical chemical processes.

EIA-FR | Bd de Pérolles 80 | CH-1705 Fribourg | t. +41 26 429 66 11| www.eia-fr.ch | chimie@hefr.ch
in collaboration with: Microsynth AG | CH-9436 Balgach | t. +41 71 722 83 33| www.microsynth.ch | info@microsynth.ch

EIA-FR | Bd de Pérolles 80 | CH-1705 Fribourg | t. +41 26 429 66 11| www.eia-fr.ch | chimie@hefr.ch
in collaboration with: Dr Fabrice Gallou, Novartis
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Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW, Institute of Chemistry and Biological Chemistry ICBC,
Campus Reidbach, Einsiedlerstr. 31, 8820 Wädenswil, Switzerland
2) regenHU Ltd., Zone Industrielle le Vivier 22, 1690 Villaz-St-Pierre, Switzerland
3) Bern University of Applied Sciences Engineering and Information Technology, Institute for Human
Centered Engineering, Quellgasse 21, 2501 Biel, Switzerland

1)

a) School of Life Sciences, University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW), Gründenstrasse 40, 4132
, Switzerland
b) INOFEA GmbH, Hochbergerstrasse 60c, 4057, Switzerland
c) Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Strasbourg, 15 rue René Descartes, 67000, France
d) School of the Environment, University of Nanjing, 210093, China
e) Department of Chemistry, University of Basel, Klingelbergstrasse 80, 4056, Switzerland
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In this project the aim is to develop the bioprinter and to provide a complete
skin model print solution to the market. The following steps will lead to this
goal:
1. Keratinocytes are printed on top of dermal equivalent to produce
epidermis.
2. BioInk for optimal epidermis growth is developed
3. Developed BioInk is tested on different cell types (Universal BioInk)
4. Optical coherence tomography (OCT)-system is optimized for in situ
quality control and verified with histology.
5. Biological relevance of printed skin models is proven by comparing to
state of the art skin models
6. BioInk is developed and adapted for commercialization
7. SOPs and application notes are available to provide an all-in-one
solution for printing of in vitro skin models.

Results
First results of printing keratinocytes on top of a printed dermis in a one
step process were successful and are shown in Figure 2. In this protocol
the epidermal BioInk composition was adapted. In Figure 2 a fluorescent
image of a printed skin model is outlined. Prior printing keratinocytes were
labeled green-fluorescent. 48 hours after printing all the cells were labeled
with DAPI to visualize cell nuclei (blue). Keratinocytes are deposited as a
thin layer on top of the dermis. The layer by layer deposition of the dermal
part is visible.
According to these promising results the BioInk was adapted to improve

According to the requirements of this project a new bioprinting device was
developed called 3D Discovery. This product is high-throughput compatible
and harbors a photopolymerization unit (Figure 1B). The OCT-system has
been optimized through the integration of a surface scanning head to
improve image quality. Optical images of commercially available skin
equivalents obtained with the OCT-system and HE-staining were compared
(Figure 4). The OCT-system proved to be suitable to distinguish between
dermis and epidermis and therefore in situ quality control is possible.
A

Epidermis

The main advantage of label-free methods over convenonal methods
based on absorpon, fluorescence or radioacvity is that the interacon
between the molecules is not disturbed by any label. Furthermore,
labeling and washing steps are not needed and thus reducing reagent use,
costs and me. Compared to other label-free sensors such as the ones
based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR), grang-coupled
interferometers show higher sensivity due to a longer interacon with
the sample (some millimeters compared to micrometers with SPR). In
addion, their evanescent fields have a shorter penetraon depth of 80100 nm compared to 200-300 nm with SPR, and thus interferometric
waveguide sensors are less sensive to matrix effects caused by changes
in bulk refracve index.

Results

For comparison, measurements were performed on a SPR-based Biacore
T200 (GE Healthcare), currently the most sensive label-free instrument
on the market. The determinaon of the binding of low molecular weight
drug candidates for target proteins requires highest sensivity. The GCI
prototype QUBE CX-3 showed equivalent kinec data as Biacore T200 for
the binding of sulfanilamide (172 Da) to carbonic anhydrase, however
with an about 4 fold higher signal-to-noise rao (see figure below).
ka /

Zurich University of Applied Sciences, School of Life Sciences and Facility Management, Institute of Biotechnology, Biochemical Engineering and Cell Cultivation Technique, carmen.schirmaier@zhaw.ch,
Grüental, 8820 Wädenswil, Switzerland
2 Lonza Cologne GmbH, Nattermannallee 1, 50829 Cologne, Germany

Introduction
The increasing number of clinical trials with human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) and progress in regenerative medicine [1, 2] has created a need for higher quantities of cells at the desired quality.
Suspension-like cultures, in which cells are cultivated on microcarriers (MCs) in stirred scalable single-use bioreactors, are a promising way to safely produce stem cells of the quantity and quality
required. Stirred single-use bioreactor types have been developed for productions based on permanent cell lines. However, primary stem cells have increased demands on cultivation
(e.g. high shear stress sensitivity, 2- or 3-dimensional growth) in order to avoid cell differentiation and senescence. For this reason, improved bioreactor design and process modifications are required.
For low-serum conditions a successful approach to expanding human adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hADSCs) from 100 mL to 35 L culture volume was developed (Fig.1). Prior to this,
extensive spinner flask screening with different media and MC types (65 combinations, data not discussed), and investigations of fluid flow were carried out. These experimental and numerical
investigations were aimed at (1) predicting impeller speeds, (2) calculating the main engineering parameters (local shear stress, turbulent dissipation rate, Kolmogorov microscale) and (3) identifying
scale-up factors for rapid process transfer from spinner flasks to stirred single-use bioreactors.

Cultivation at 100 mL culture volume

Introducon

200 µm

Figure 3: Fibroblasts printed with BioInk in a layer-by-layer mode: In A) viable fibroblasts were stained
with MTT, two days after printing. In B) printed fibroblasts were cultivated for 5 days and cell nuclei were
stained with DAPI (blue) and actin was stained in green. Scale bar in A) is 100 µm and in B) 20 µm

Requirements and goals

* Email: patrick.shahgaldia

200 µm

keratinocyte adhesion. The result was a semi-synthetic BioInk containing
mainly PEG and gelatin, which is crosslinked by photopolymerization. The
printing process was adapted to the new formulation of the BioInk and
fibroblasts were successfully printed together with BioInk (Figure 3). The
cells are spreading and migrating in this hydrogel.

B

Figure 1: Bioprinting instruments. In A) the highly flexible BioFactory printing device is shown. In B) the
3D Discovery bioprinting device is shown, which was developed according to the projects requirements
(photopolymerization unit, printing in well plates).

The ﬁnanicial supports from the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innova
Nanoscience In tute (SNI) are gratefully acknowledged

Carmen Schirmaier1, Stephan C. Kaiser1, Valentin Jossen1, Silke Brill2, Frank Jüngerkes2,
Christian van den Bos2, Dieter Eibl1 and Regine Eibl1

Cryopreserved hADSCs obtained from a single donor (second passage, PDL = 10) were provided
by Lonza Cologne GmbH. The four different MC concentrations (Tab. 1) of ProNectin®-F
(PF, SoloHill) which showed the most promising results in the screening were used in spinner flask
experiments (Corning®, Fig. 2 A). The cells were inoculated with an initial cell density of
2.8 • 103 cells·cm-2 and cultivated at 37°C, 80 % humidity and 5 % CO2 in the selected serumreduced (< 10 %) Lonza medium for 7 days. During the initial cultivation phase (4 h), no agitation
was performed to support cell attachment. Afterwards the impeller speed was set to
60 rpm. 50 % of the culture medium was replaced with fresh medium when the cell density was
between 2 and 3 • 104 cells ·cm-2.
Cell expansion factors between 41 and 60 were reached during continuous agitation in spinner
flasks. Doubling times (td) ranged between 20.6 ± 0.14 h and 21.9 ± 1.2 h. The highest cell
amounts with (6.11 ± 1.92) • 107 cells were achieved at the highest PF concentrations. However,
PF concentrations exceeding 10 g·L-1 resulted in an early formation of large cell aggregates
(Fig. 2 B and C), and complicated cell counting and cell harvesting.

Creopx GmbH has developed a novel and innovave technology for label-free detecon of molecules based on grang-coupled interferometry (GCI). GCI is a
proprietary technology characterized by a very high sensivity at low technical complexity. One main applicaon will be the measurement of binding affinies
in research and development projects such as drug discovery. Goal of an interdisciplinary CTI project with the partners from ZHAW, FHNW and CSEM together
with Creopx is the development of a first GCI instrument including disposables and the opmizaon of its funconality, followed by field tests to pave the
way to market introducon.

Figure 2: Fluorescence-staining of a printed skin model. A dermis equivalent with fibroblasts was printed
in a layer by layer mode. On top of the dermis green-fluorescent keratinocytes were printed in a thin layer.
Cell nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue spots). A) shows keratinocytes, B) DAPI-stained cells and C) is the
overlay. The skin equivalent was cultivated for 48 hours.

www.lonza.ch

Expansion of adipose-tissue derived mesenchymal stem cells
in stirred single-use bioreactors under low-serum conditions
1
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In the cosmetic industry the testing of cosmetic ingredients on animals is no
longer tolerated. In vitro skin test systems are urgently required. So far, skin
model supplier use standard liquid handling robots to manufacture their
product leading to very simple composed skin equivalents.
In a previous CTI project (CTI No.: 12148.2) a novel bioprinting platform to
create dermal tissue equivalents, in a layer by layer fashion, was
developed as well as a synthetic hydrogel which mimics the extracellular
matrix (BioInk). By alternating layers of BioInk (matrix) and fibroblasts in
suspension a dermal tissue was produced. This technique allows the
creation of a biological composite system by controlling the exact
deposition of cells, growth factors and extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules
in a spatially-controlled manner. In the frame of the former CTI-project a
BioInk was developed, which is printable, cyto-compatible and photopolymerizable serving as a matrix to build up the tissue. Furthermore, an in
situ quality control was integrated using an OCT-system. Figure 1A shows
the bioprinter (BioFactory).
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The development of synthe materials able of sele ve molecular recogn on is an ongoing challenge in molecular sciences. Despite the recent advances in
supramolecular chemistry, the recogn on of large biomolecular assemblies remains unsolved. We have recently developed a novel method to produce synthe
s. This method provides the possibility to produce virus-imprinted nanopa cles (VIPs) with a
nanopa cles possessing remarkable virus recogn on pr
control over both the size and the chemical compos on of the imprints. The so-produced VIPs have been shown to possess a relevant aﬃnity and speciﬁcity for
the virus used as template for their synthesis. The work is underway to implement this new class of nanomaterial to develop a commercial kit for the dete
of
waterborne viruses.

(1) K. Mosbach, and O. Ramström; Nature Biotechnol. , 1996, 14, 163
(2) Y. Ge, and A.P.F. Turner; Trends Biotechnol. , 2008, 26, 218
(3) P. Shahgaldian, A. Cumbo, and P. F.-X. Corvini, European Patent, 2010, 2431742A1
(4) A. Cumbo, B. Lorber, P. F.-X. Corvini, W. Meier and P. Shahgaldian, Nature Commun., 2013, 4, 1503
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Development of a high sensivity label-free
waveguide interferometry instrument: A project of
Creopx GmbH with the Center for Biochemistry
ZHAW as main research partner

Markus Rimann1, Helene Annaheim1, Matthias Bleisch1, Andreas Scheidegger2, Michael Kuster2,
Marc Thurner2, Anke Bossen3, Christoph Meier3 and Ursula Graf-Hausner1

Alessandro Cumbo, a,b Bernard Lorber,c Philippe F.-X. Corvini,a,d Wolfgang Meiere and Patrick Shahgaldiana,*
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Skin Bioprinting: an innovative approach to produce standardized skin
models on demand
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A synthetic nanomaterial for virus recognition
produced by surface imprinting

J. E. Leklem, J. Nutr. 1990, 120, 1503.
P. J. Facchini, K. L. Huber-Allanach, L. W. Tari, Phytochemistry, 2000, 54, 121.
VB6 Enzymac. Vitamin B6 Enzymac Assay. Instrucons for use. Revised 2013-01-02. BÜHLMANN Laboratories AG, Schönenbuch, Switzerland.
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We developed a strategy to produce virus-imprinted
es (VIPs), a nanomaterial that possesses sele ve molecular recogn on prop
s for a non-enveloped
icosahedral plant virus. We have demonstrated that the elements of recogn on for the nanomaterial can be built using a mixture of organosilanes that mimic a series
on of not only geometrical but also chemical imprints of the virus. Results conﬁrmed that the binding and sele vity
of natural amino acids, allowing the fo
performance of the produced VIPs were
own to the presence of the virion imprints at the surface of the nano
cles.
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Grang-Coupled Interferometry
Microfluidics

Grang

Tab. 1: Growth characteristics of hADSCs in dependence on varying PF concentrations (determined on day 7).

Analyte

Ligand
Waveguide

Laser

Grang

Detector

Modulator

Working principle of Creopx’ grang-coupled interferometer:
Central element is a chip with a tantalum pentoxide opcal
waveguide. The surface of the chip is funconalized to allow
immobilizaon of ligands or receptors to the chip. Binding of
analyte occurs when the analyte is passed over the chip in a
microfluidic system. The readout is achieved by detecng a medependent interference signal which is generated by the
superposion of a phase-modulated reference wave and an
unmodulated signal wave within the waveguide. The binding of
the analyte to the immobilized receptor in the evanescent field
results in a phase change of the signal wave, thereby shi¢ing the
interference pa£ern.

Total cell amount [107 cells]
Expansion factor [-]
td [h]

5 g·L-1
2.92 ± 0.64
58.4 ± 11.1
21.9 ± 1.2

A

7.5 g·L-1
3.74 ± 0.35
53.2 ± 3.6
20.6 ± 0.14

10 g·L-1
5.84 ± 1.87
58.4 ± 12.4
21.7 ± 0.63

B

15 g·L-1
6.11 ± 1.92
40.7 ± 11.1
20.9 ± 0.64

Fig. 3: CFD-predicted fluid velocities in
the UniVessel® SU 2L equipped with two
3-blade segment impellers and L-sparger
at 100 rpm (5 g·L-1 PF).

Fig. 2: Spinner flasks (A) and DAPI pictures (original magnification 40x) from cultivations with
5 g·L-1 PF (B) and 15 g·L-1 PF (C) made on day 7.

Cultivation at 2 L culture volume
The MC medium suspension was equilibrated in the UniVessel® SU 2L
(Fig. 5 A) and cells were inoculated in a similar way to that described for spinner flasks.
The attachment phase was realized in 0.6 L culture volume before the medium was
filled up to 2 L. Agitation was set to impeller speeds between 100 and 140 rpm, which
met the NS1u criterion or were below it. The hADSCs were cultivated at 37°C, pH 7.2
and 0.1 vvm surface aeration over 7 to 10 days.
Tab. 2: Growth characteristics of hADSCs cultivated with different PF concentrations (determined
on day 7).

Total cell amount [108 cells]
Expansion factor [-]
td [h]

5 g·L-1 (1)
2.2 ± 0.2
21.7 ± 1.7
33.2 ± 0.1

7.5 g·L-1 (1)
1.0 ± 0.6
6.5 ± 0.4
74.3 ± 3.9

7.5 g·L-1 (2)
5.3 ± 0.4
35.4 ± 0.4
25.6 ± 0.2

10 g·L-1 (1)
0.7 ± 0.1
3.7 ± 0.4
n/a

(1) cultivated at NS1u criterion, (2) cultivated below NS1u criterion.

Between 0.7 and 5.3 • 108 cells (maximum cell expansion factor of 35.4) were
generated (Tab. 2 and Fig. 5 B). In addition, more than 90 % of the cells were
harvested with a cell viability exceeding 95 %. Improvement of cell expansion
could be reached by increasing the MC concentration. However, cell growth
was inhibited by shear stress at higher MC concentrations which met the NS1u
criterion.
A
B

Screening of
media and MCs

Cultivation at
100 mL culture
volume
Fluid flow
investigations
and definition of
scale-up factors

Cultivation at
2 L culture volume

Fig. 4: Determined impeller speeds for the suspension
criteria (NS1u, NS1) in the UniVessel® SU 2L and the
BIOSTAT® CultiBag STR 50L for working volumes of
2 L and 35 L respectively.

Cultivation at 35 L culture volume
A first hADSC cultivation was realized in the CultiBag STR 50L configuration
shown in Fig. 6 A. The cell attachment phase was successfully performed in a
CultiBag RM 20 basic (Sartorius Stedim Biotech) for 4 hours. For this
procedure, 250 g MCs suspended in 3 L culture medium were placed in the bag
before the cells were seeded at a density of 2.78 • 103 cells·cm-2. The MCs
were then transferred into the CultiBag STR 50L, which was operated at 37 °C,
pH 7.2, a maximum air flow rate of 0.03 vvm, and stirrer speeds between 50
rpm (NS1u) and 66 rpm (> NS1).
As in the other cultivations, in-process control (IPC) included measurements of
substrate and metabolite concentrations (BioProfile100 plus multi-sensor
analyzer, Laborsysteme Flükiger; Cedex Bio analyzer, Roche), measurements
of cell densities (NucleoCounter NC-100, chemometec), DAPI staining, and flow
cytometry investigations (data not shown).
A maximum cell amount of almost 1.1 • 1010 cells was determined on day 8
(Fig. 6 B). The calculated expansion factor of 41.7 ± 5.9 is higher than that
found in the UniVessel SU 2L experiments, and the doubling time of
22.7 ± 0.5 h is in the same range as that of the optimized spinner flask
experiments.

A

B

B
Cultivation at
35 L culture volume

Dermis

Fig 5: Set-up of the UniVessel® SU 2L (A) and total cell amounts as well as glucose and
lactate concentrations measured during cultivation with 7.5 g·L-1 PF in 2 L at 100 rpm
(< NS1u) with a 50 % medium exchange on day 4 and a cell harvest on day 7 (B).

Binding of sulfanilamide to carbonic anhydrase. Comparave measurements with the GCI prototype
QUBE CX-3 (le) and the SPR-based Biacore T200 (right)

Figure 4: Optical analysis of commercially available skin models. In A) an OCT-image of a living skin
equivalent in a cell culture insert is shown. For comparison, in B) an HE-staining of the same skin
equivalent is shown. Scale bar in B) is 100 µm

Methods to analyze skin models and prove biological relevance were
carried out using corrosion tests with commercially available skin models.
Viability assessment with WST-1 assay was the most promising approach.
Small scale production of BioInk is initiated and will be tested on a variety
of different cell types to show universal properties of the hydrogel. SOPs for
the hard- and software of the 3D Discovery are written providing an all-inone solution to print soft tissue.
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The GCI prototype was also capable to measure the very high affinity (KD
= 90 pM) of the interacon of human interleukin-1 and a monoclonal
anbody which is in clinical development. Importantly, for this
interacon, the very low dissociaon rate constant (kd = 5.7x10-5 s-1) could
reliably be measured on the GCI prototype demonstrang a high stability
of the instrument.

The QUBE CX-3 with the disposable chip cartridge with
integrated microfluidics: The innovave integraon of the
microfluidics into a disposable cartridge will lower device downme and together with the modern so¢ware will improve the
ease of use with respect to exisng instrumentaon.

Conclusion

In this project a grang-coupled interferometer with highest sensivity was successfully developed in collaboraon of a young innovave company with
universies of applied sciences and the CSEM. The feasibility studies for the use in Life Sciences will help to pave the way to the market launch planned for end
of 2013.

GzD // Grafik // DP
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Fig. 6: Set-up of the CultiBag STR 50L (A) equipped with two 3-blade segment
impellers and a microsparger, and (B) the total cell amounts as well as glucose and
lactate concentrations measured during a cultivation with 7.14 g·L-1 PF with a 50 %
medium exchange on day 4.
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Fig. 1: Process flow chart of
scale- up investigations.

Conclusions and outlook
1. The suspension criteria NS1 and NS1u are suitable for successful scale-up of hADSC. In addition, CFD models of the bioreactors allow rapid and reliable prediction of the main process parameters.
2. The Corning® 125 mL spinner flask, the UniVessel® SU 2L and the CultiBag STR 50L all ensure total hADSC amounts between 3 • 107 and 1 • 1010 cells while avoiding cell differentiation. These
values correspond to expansion factors between 35 and 60. Although the expansion factors achieved in the UniVessel® SU 2L and CultiBag STR 50L are still slightly below the values measured in
planar cultures (CellSTACK® Cell Culture Chambers, Corning®; data not shown), they are the highest reported to date for scalable single-use bioreactors under low-serum conditions.
3. Aimed expansion factors of 60 are achievable by means of process optimization and bioreactor design modifications. These are under development and represent the basis for clinically relevant cell
amounts exceeding 2 • 1012 per batch, which are transferable to further hMSC types such as bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells.

Conclusion

GzD // Grafik // DP

Fluid flow investigations and definition of
scale-up factors
Using ANSYS Fluent (version 14.0) and a solid-liquid Euler-Euler approach, single- and two-phase
numerical simulations were performed for the Corning® 125 mL disposable spinner flask and stirred
single-use bioreactors from Sartorius Stedim Biotech: UniVessel® SU 2L and CultiBag STR 50L. The
established computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models allowed reliable prediction of MC distribution,
fluid flow pattern and shear stress levels. They were successfully validated by Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV, FlowMaster PIV system from LaVision).
As an example, Fig. 3 demonstrates the fluid flow pattern in the UniVessel® SU 2L at 100 rpm
(5 g·L-1 PF), exhibiting typical axial flow in down-pumping mode at clockwise impeller rotation. The mean
and maximum shear stresses were 0.8 and 480 N·m-2, while only 0.2 and 145 N·m-2 were predicted in
the CultiBag STR 50L for an identical PF concentration under these conditions. In addition, specific
power input and two suspension criteria, NS1 [3] and NS1u [4], were identified as suitable scale-up factors
[5]. In both single-use bioreactor systems selected (Fig. 4), the required impeller speeds increase by
about 30 % with increasing PF concentrations, but remain constantly above critical PF concentrations
(10 g·L-1 for the UniVessel® SU 2L and 5 g·L-1 for the CultiBag STR 50L). When considering the
suspension criteria at different PF concentrations, the impeller speeds were defined for subsequent cell
expansions at 2 L and 35 L culture volume.

C

Keratinocytes were successfully printed on top of a printed dermis to build a skin model. Further BioInk adaptation to improve keratinocytes growth are
promising. The OCT-system is suitable to distinguish between dermis and epidermis as verified with histology. In parallel to the skin model production a
business plan to commercialize the BioInk has been initiated. A bioprinting device was developed according to the requirements of the project. Next steps
include the differentiation of keratinocytes into the epidermis and proving of biological relevance of the printed skin tissue.
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Figure 4. Correlaon graph between assay and HPLC
reference method (see text).

[1] Nguyen et al. 2011. Microbial Cell Factories
[2] Kini 2010. Toxicon
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CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3. Assay commercial confecon

The assay has been successfully validated in comparison to a reference HPLC method and the original radioenzymac assay using EDTA blood from 44 and 41
subjects, respecvely. The correlaons resulted in a R2 of 0.99 and 0.95, respecvely. The detecon limit of this new rapid enzymac assay in plasma lies below
7 nmol/L PLP.[3]

• Purification of the 3FT
with the correct number
of 4 disulfide bridges
could be established
• Yield: ~ 20 mg/L (with
His-tag)
• Isoforms and correct
formation of S-S
bridges to be tested

CONCLUSION

 The solvent-base combination played a major role in reactivity, selectivity and yields.

Figure 4. VIPs binding assays: time course, recognition layer composition and thickness
effect. Symbols are for TYMV (open) and for TBSV (solid). Nanoparticles with 8 nm-thick
recognition layers were assayed for the time course binding assays: (a) VIPsAT, (b)
VIPsOM, (c) NIPsOM. (d) VIPsOM for recognitionlayer thickness effect.

quinoneimine dye + 4 H2O

Figure 2. Enzymac cascade and reacons involved in assay.

Conversion 99%

82%

 At term it will be unavoidable for the chemical industry to adapt their process to environmental concerns.

Figure 3. Representative micrographs of the nanoparticles as they appear (c) before and
after (d, e) growth of the recognitionlayer; (d) VIPsAT and (e) VIPsOM, both with 8 nm-thick
recognition layers. (f) and (g): Micrographs of VIPsOM and VIPsAT once the virions were
removed; (h) Close-up view of a VIPsOM. Scale bars represent: c-g, 100 nm; h: 10 nm.

4-hydroxyphenylethanal + NH3 + H2O2

2 H2O2 + 4-aminoanpyrine + TOOS

(HRP, end point absorbance measurement at 546 nm)

Time
BnOH equiv.

Conclusions

Figure 2. Organosilanes and recognition layer growth kinetic.
(a) Structures of the different silanes used to build the
recognitionlayer; (b) Recognitionlayer kinetic.

tyramine + CO2

(primary-amine oxidase)

OPTIMISATION

KOtBu

Hence click chemistry has opened a door to an entire new world of so far unimaginable FRET systems, FISH/EMSA/FACS applications, qPCR assays,
DNA Microarrays or probes for Fluorescence Microscopy. Theoretically, it is now possible to “click” 3 additional different modifiers in combination with
modifiers attached to oligonucleotides using common techniques at Microsynth (for requests: info@microsynth.ch).

An ultrasonic treatment in acidic cond
was applied in order to remove the virus from the so-generated imprints. Representa ve micrographs of the VIPs before
er virus removal are given in ﬁgure 3. The binding performances of the synthesized VIPs were assessed in aqueous batch rebinding assays (Fig. 4). VIPs (turnip
an
yellow mosaic virus - TYMV - as template) and NIPs were incubated with TBSV (tomato bushy stunt virus, non-template virus) or TYMV virions and, following
ce
n, the propor n of unbound virions was
ﬁed using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

tyrosine

tyramine + H2O + O2

Ph

CONCLUSION

The very high coupling efficiency of this process has been proven using carefully performed analytics
(RP-HPLC, MALDI-TOF MS).
Different FRET (Fluorescence resonance energy transfer) systems have been successfully synthesized.
These couplings have been performed at the 3’, 5’ and/or as internal modifications of oligonucleotides
with different dyes in combination with state of the art technologies.
Reduction of residual Cu to <0.15 % using EDTA washing procedure

CHARACTERIZATION AND BINDING ASSAYS

Reacon 1.

Reacon 2.

(tyrosine decarboxylase, PLP-dependent)

Solvent, Base,
BnOH

BASE CHANGE

2-MeTHF

Complete TMS cleavage during deprotection procedure of oligonucleotide (33% aqu. NH3 for 2 h/60 ºC)
Complete TIPS cleavage with TBAF in THF

Figure 1. General synthetic strategy for virus imprinted
particles
synthesis.
After
template
virus
immobilization, (1) an organosilane mixture was
added and the recognition layer was grown. (2)
Viruses were removedin order to free the imprints.

In the colorimetric assay, tyramine produced by PLP-driven decarboxylaon of tyrosine (React.1) is deaminated in a coupled reacon by a primary-amine oxidase
(1.4.3.21) from Arthrobacter sp. while producing hydrogen peroxide (React.2). A third enzyme, horseradish peroxidase (HRP), catalyzes the peroxid-dependent
conversion of a pro-dye into a colored compound, whose formaon rate directly correlates with PLP concentraon and can be easily monitored by absorbance at
546 nm (React.3).

93%

Reacon 3.

SOLVENT CHANGE

Figure 1. Putave reacon mechanism for PLP-dependent decarboxylaon
according Facchini et al.[2]

RESULTS
For the development of a non-radioacve rapid alternave, we considered coupling PLP-dependent enzymac reacons with colorimetric or UV-acve detecon
reacons. We evaluated several PLP-dependent enzymes for this purpose. We eventually preferred tyrosine decarboxylase, not at least because it is involved in the
previously established commercial radioacve assay and therefore predicted higher consistency in method comparison for validaon. Nevertheless, instead of the
Streptococcus faecalis crude cell extract containing tyrosine decarboxylase involved in the radioenzymac assay, we used the recombinant product of a synthec
gene encoding this enzyme that we expressed in E. coli and purified.

SNAr
SNAr

In combination with state-of-the art nucleic acid labeling technologies (CpG modification, phosphoramitide chemistry or postsynthetic NHS-ester
chemistry), we demonstrated the possibility to label or tag DNA and RNA at any position. If multiple modifications with different labels within the
DNA/RNA strand (internal modifications) and/or the termini (5’ and 3’ modifications) are desired, click-chemistry will make it feasible.

A pool of organosilanes possessing organic groups with
s were chosen according to a
diﬀerent chemical prop
protein mime approach and used as building blocks for
the recogn
layer growth (OM, organosilane mixture).
In parallel, to test the eﬀect of the organosilanes
comp
on, a series of VIPs were produced using APTES
and TEOS (AT mixture) as building block of the recogn on
layer (Fig. 2).

The radioenzymac assay, formerly provided by BÜHLMANN Laboratories
AG, relied on PLP-dependent conversion of trium-labeled tyrosine into
labeled tyramine and carbon dioxide catalyzed by tyrosine apodecarboxylase (EC 4.1.1.25) from Streptococcus faecalis (React. 1). The
radioacve tyramine was selecvely extracted and quanfied by
scinllaon counng. The detected amount of labeled tyramine
correlateslinearly with PLP concentraon, which remains invariable, since
PLP is catalycally constant during the process.

SUSTAINABILITY
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•
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•
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INTRODUCTION
Vitamin B6 is a water soluble compound found in many different foods.
The biologically acve form, pyridoxal 5’ phosphate (PLP) is essenal as a
co-factor for the funcon of more than hundred enzymes. Low PLP status
is typically associated with nutrional deficiency, but also with several very
different diseases including cardiovascular disease or cancer.[1]
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Fluorophore-N3

[2]
Three finger toxin (erabutoxin)
with 4 disulfide bonds
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Fluorophore-N3
CuBr, TBTA

N
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 Process adapted to industrial scale

Pyridoxal 5’ phosphate (PLP) is the biological acve form of vitamin B6 and is required as a co-factor by a large number of enzymes. Low PLP levels in blood
generally indicate a nutrional deficiency. In this work, we successfully converted a commercial PLP radioenzymac assay into a rapid non-radioacve enzymac
assay based on the acvity of tyrosine decarboxylase. The assay developed has a detecon limit below 7 nmol/L PLP and respecvely correlates with a R2 of 0.95
and 0.99 with radioenzymac and HPLC method in comparave validaon studies involving EDTA blood from 41 and 44 subjects, respecvely.
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 High selectivity and yield
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ABSTRACT
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 Greener reaction conditions

TMS
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a Hochschule

b BÜHLMANN

Novel peptides isolated from animal venoms show
great potential as novel drugs due to their stability,
selectivity and high potency. Recombinant production
is particularly advantageous for longer disulfide-rich
peptides.
Here we present a strategy for the production of a
snake three-finger toxin (3FT) containing 4 disulfide
bridges using a 10x histidine tag and enterokinase
(EK) restriction site in E.coli. For the formation of the
disulfide bonds the strain used has mutated
reductases and contains auxiliary enzymes [1].

REACTION

ABSTRACT
Usual SNAr procedures were improved in terms of
sustainability by exploring new reaction conditions that take
in account industrial needs. This project resulted in a process
responding to the following criteria :

Due to the nature of the bond chemistry (strong thermodynamic reaction in water, no side reactions, lack of functional group
interference etc.) this new type of chemistry is perfectly suited to label DNA and RNA oligonucleotides. This study was performed to
elucidate labeling of 3’, 5’ and internal positions (at the base moiety) of DNA with different dye-azides using copper-catalyzed and
copper free ligation.
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Michel A. Scio*a, Ronald Tynesa, Lara Hasanb, Thomas M. Jermannb, Jakob M. Weberb, and Daniel Gygaxa.

Contact: sergio.schmid@hevs.ch
University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland (HES SO) Valais, Institute of Life Technologies,
Route du Rawyl 64, 1950 Sion, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION:

Click chemistry is a new versatile approach that can be used for the synthesis of a great variety of (complex) biomolecules. In short,
click chemistry is a chemical reaction between an alkyne and an azide moiety to yield a triazol conjugate that connects two different
biochemical species.
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institutions and industry partners located in Switzerland. This type of
innovative collaboration is a cornerstone of the Swiss value proposition.
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